VOCABULARY for *MISSING!*

Words that appear in boldface type are from the Academic Word List.

Chapter 1
activity
expect
imagine
look forward
respond
schedule

Chapter 2
all points bulletin
frantic
get to the bottom of
principal
promise

Chapter 3
at this point
check out
clue
connection
got to lose
lead
message
offer
pick up
psychic
runaway
stranger
willing

Chapter 4
actually
blow like the wind
conventional (*convene*)
danger
detective
often
pen pal
tender
upset
what’s the matter?

Chapter 5
appreciate
blush
complicated
convince
doubt
guilty
hardly
homey
pass away
predict
presence
pretend
realize
supposed to
survive

Chapter 6
active
approach
blurry
clearing
concern
definitely
expect
explore
in a little while
population
protect
puffy
react
reply
sample
science fiction

Chapter 7
arrange
assure
classic
compare
couple (adj)
extremely
instinct
involve
mystery
on top of
production
solve
vision

Chapter 8
be a [big] help
compatible
folks (colloq.)
go out (colloq.)
immature
possibility
scholarship
type

Chapter 9
advise
belong
cope
develop
focused
originally
prematurely
psychologist
rarely

Chapter 10
alien
birthmark
conversation
instead
outlandish
panic
puzzling
ransom
supposed
vanish

Chapter 11
anxious
concern
explanation
greet
logical
mantel
prank
search party
trophy
update
visualize

Chapter 12
affect
angled
community
dependable
fade
lead (n)
relieve
somewhat
suspects

Chapter 13
biographical
clone
coincidence
count on
disturbing
element
odd
talented
uniform

Chapter 14
agent
alert
apparently
applaud
assign
audience
cooperate
evend
investigate
keep eyes and ears open
reassure
so far
tap into

Chapter 15
complain
confusion
disrupt
interrupt
show up
Chapter 16
advance
competitions
encouraged
environmental
gene
instant
light years
provide
suffering
talents
zodiac

Chapter 17
aboard
concentrate
fainting
harm
numb

Chapter 18
allow
attention
distribute
example
rally
rhythm
rimmed
suddenly

Chapter 19
according to
achieve
collect
constantly
council
diversity
intend
millennium
monitor
obtain
salary
specimen
unanimous
Chapter 20
bear
civilization
erase
molecules
rearrange

Chapter 21
erect
hypnosis
let it be
monument
recover